FACE SHIELD ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY

Parts included: frame, face shield, rubber band

STEP 1. Peel the protective layer off the face shield.

STEP 2. Hold the frame with the “V” shaped nose piece pointed down. The holes in the shield are at the top.

STEP 3. Insert left edge of shield into back notch and gently hook hole onto front notch.

STEP 4. Wrap shield around frame and line up center holes with front pegs.

STEP 5. Insert right edge of shield into back notch, then FLEX FRAME OUTWARDS and gently hook hole onto front notch.

STEP 6. Attach the rubber band to the hooks on the frame ends. To adjust rubber band larger/smaller, use loops.

DO NOT FORCE SHIELD ON

Assembly date/initial: ____________